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Watch your favourite football team take on the local rivals at the weekend and the players will be
dribbling, shooting and scoring on a playing field that has undergone a professional pitch
construction. Sports surfaces are durable and dependable, by design they are meant to be long-
lasting and they have to be hard-wearing if they are to provide value for money.

The finest Sports surfaces are laid with premium grade turf and when they are installed at top level
football clubs they come with under-floor heating that ensures the pitch is playable even in freezing
conditions.  During their lifetime Sports Surfaces have to endure a great deal of activity, they are
used week in and week out by teams of players.  Therefore great attention to detail is required when
choosing Sports Surfaces and a little expert help and advice goes a long way.

The installation of Sports Grounds is a job for experienced contractors who specialise in a variety of
sports grounds.

How can they help?

Customers who require a professional pitch construction contact experts in the design and
installation of Sports surfaces for a total one-stop service. In beginning the design of the Sports
Surfaces has to be detailed and this is no mean feat.  Conceptual designs, technical drawings and
topographical surveys are completed and 3D images of the Sports Surfaces are produced.  This
gives the customer a strong visual sense of how the Sports surfaces will look before the heavy
construction work begins.

Clients are given plenty of advice during the planning stage of the Sports Surfaces so their playing
fields are perfect for their unique application.

Renovating Sports surfaces

From time to time Sports Surfaces will have to be updated, constant use takes a toll on turf over a
period of time.  Artificial Sports Surfaces are a great option to consider if you want to save money in
the long run, once they are laid they should provide many years of use.

Sports Surfaces that begin to show signs of wear and tear can be re-turfed, they can also have
additional drainage installed that helps to prevent problems in the future. When experts in pitch
construction are working on the project maintenance and upkeep of Sports Surfaces is never an
issue.
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 - About Author:
a Sports surfaces need to be hard wearing and should withstand a great deal of pressure as they
will be utilised constantly by eager feet. Tonypattersonsportsgrounds.com specialises in a pitch
construction.
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